HARROW ROAD PLACE PLAN (HRPP)
MAIDA HILL MARKET (MHM)WORKING GROUP (WG)
WHAT YOU TOLD US, AND WHAT WE HAVE DONE IN RESPONSE
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The table below sets out the main points of feedback shared by Working Group participants with
Westminster City Council (WCC) and the 5th Studio Design Team (DT) over 4 workshops (August 2021 - February 2022).
These are paired with a summary of the ways in which this has been responded to by both Council and architects
in the Final Design Proposals shared at Working Group #5 on 12 April 2022.
To minimise length, not every point made by individuals is listed. If any participant wants to know the outcome of something said or
asked that is not listed below, please contact WCC at harrowroad4@westminster.gov.uk or 07929 664557.

1. OVERALL DESIGN APPROACH
WHAT YOU TOLD THE TEAM

HOW THIS HAS BEEN RESPONDED TO

The square must feel welcoming and useful to all in
the diverse local community. You suggested this might
be best achieved by designing a space that could be used
by different groups for different things at different times.
You wanted reassurance that the DT fully
understand who all the different current - and
future users - are, and what the square is like in use.
And to communicate this effectively to you.

This aim has been the main driver of the approach taken.
WCC, and all DT members, have spent time on site at
multiple times of day and week. They have organised
onsite events to talk with users, a site walk with the
Neighbourhood Forum, and outreach visits to key groups.

The square needs to be fully and proactively
accessible and welcoming for people of all abilities,
including people with physical disabilities or with learning
difficulties.
This is particularly important with QEII Jubilee School being an
immediate neighbour of the site.

The DT have closely followed guidance as well as engaging
with QEII School via the WG.
They have tried to go beyond simply meeting regs by
considering individual experience e.g. seats with a choice
of armrests or support, tables that allow people in wheelchairs to easily join a seated group, and sensory planting.

To achieve both the above, ensure that a community
broader than the Working Group shapes plans,
including Harrow Rd. residents. This requires:

The team held two drop-in events in the square coinciding
with busy times, publicized through flyers and posters.
A comprehensive database of community groups and
networks has been kept regularly informed and invited to
be involved in events and Working Groups.
Individual workshops have been held with Maida Hill
Meteors (domino players) - organized by Jacqui Haynes,
with The Avenues Youth Project, and with QEII School.
Outreach will continue at the next stage, including with
young people who use the square after school, looking at
character, decoration and use of the square.

-

Well-publicised events on the square
Going to talk to specific potentially
marginalized groups, such as members of the
Black Caribbean and Irish communities who play
dominos on the square, or young people.
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Diagrams capturing understanding of the different groups
who use the square now, and how they might in future,
will be shown at WG#5.

WHAT YOU TOLD THE TEAM

HOW THIS HAS BEEN RESPONDED TO

The square should feel safe for everyone to be in,
pass through or live next to. This is particularly an
issue in the evenings or after dark.

The design increases lighting and trims the underside of
existing trees to improve sightlines.
Seating is relocated away from homes, and the event space
located to the square’s south.
‘Infrastructure’ for community socializing - chairs and
tables suitable for chess and dominos, or for a family picnic
with food from the market - is appropriately located in
‘The Grove’ area, away from busy routes and housing.
WCC spoke with local hostels and encouraged their
participation in the Working Group.
WCC is working with Public Protection and Licensing
(Health & Safety, reducing Crime and ASB, Enforcement,
and Air Quality) colleagues to look at ongoing strategies.

You stressed the importance of legitimizing and
enabling safe, sociable evening use, such as dominos
playing by local elders, or family and community events,
while deterring noisy ‘partying’ or anti-social
activity.
Aware that design alone cannot ‘solve’ anti-social
behaviour, you emphasized the need for a joined-up
compassionate approach, not just policing or
displacing, but working, for example, with local homeless
and addiction services.
Proposals need to communicate a place with a
strong and specific character that feels joyful and
aspirational, that reflects the local community, and that
runs through all aspects of design.
There has been concern at times that designs may
end up too strategic and functional, overly driven by
constraints, with character as a bit of an ‘add-on’.

The budget is limited, and there are many practical
challenges to be resolved, both physical constraints like the
disused underground toilets, and demands of use such as
the square’s ongoing role as a junction.
The DT are focusing resource on creating a sustainable
‘support structure’ to underpin and enable community
activity, using good-quality materials and a neutral base
colour palette, with ‘feature green’ highlights inspired by
Carnival.
The square is loosely divided into 3 Character Areas: (i)
the busy, bustling Market, (ii) the relative calm and green
Grove for sitting and socializing, and (iii) the open Event
Space. Specific character is then brought in through details
of planting, decoration and art and, importantly, through
the community itself populating and using the square.

Ensure that plans and designs for the square sit within,
and are a step towards delivering, a wider strategic
vision for the area, including:

These wider relationships are considered as part of the
wider Harrow Road Place Plan. The same DT produced a
‘masterplan’ for this in mid 2021 (Task 1), ensuring a
joined-up approach.
WCC has offered to take anyone interested through Task
1 work and will share this on the Harrow Rd website.

-

Connecting to wider cycling and walking
infrastructure.
Considering community event and activity space on
the square in relationship to other local facilities.
Thinking about how the market can support and link
into wider socio-economic aims.
Liaising with land and property owners around the
site.

The Place Making Team is liaising closely with the Markets
Team, as well as WECH and Community Champions at
Maida Hill Place, to ensure the market links into the
community to support entrepreneurship, including through
the Rebel Business School opening at 470 Harrow Rd.
WCC has met with Flamboyan about reactivating their
space and continues to work with Zagros to look at
improving their building wall and the shop’s relationship to
the square. The RBS building has recently been sold, but
contact can be made with new owners.
Working Group workshop
November 2021
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2. ACCOMMODATING DIFFERENT ACTIVITIES
For these aspects of the designs, the architects were working off an existing community-produced Vision. They were encouraged to
test, critique and tweak this Vision, but asked not to go ‘backwards’ and rethink the Big Moves.
WHAT YOU TOLD THE TEAM

HOW THIS HAS BEEN RESPONDED TO

Open up and declutter the square to become a
genuinely useful space for community events.
Think about how temporary stages or
shelters/canopies can be accommodated, and where
equipment can be stored. (A permanent canopy was not
seen as appropriate due to concerns about anti-social
behaviour.)

Existing street furniture is being thinned out, replaced with
better located new pieces in more considered and
consolidated arrangements.
The south part of the square has been gently defined, with
paving and planting, and new plug-in power at the base of
lighting poles, to accommodate events, including temporary
structures such as stages, canopies and seating.
Diagrams have been used to test these and show how they
can be accommodated.
Equipment can be stored in the market store on Elgin Ave.
There is no permanent infrastructure to install a canopy, as
works involving adjacent buildings were not possible within
the project’s timescale, but it should be straightforward to
erect one if required using supports of trees and railings.

Locate the market in the most appropriate and
useful place. Opinions vary as to exactly where this would
be. However, there is general agreement that it should be:
- (As per the Vision) towards the back of the square,
opening space to the south for events
- Still visible from, and feel connected to, the High St.
- Not too close to homes on Fernhead Rd

The general Vision location of the market has been
retained, but its position shifted slightly south and round
the corner from Fernhead Road, to be more visible from
the High St. and incorporated into the square itself. The
main stalls will be on the square, with the market extending
down Fernhead Rd as required.
Having the market in this location maximises flexibility, as
events and markets can be held at the same time.

Fully consider the working practicalities of the
market, particularly:

A new market bin store is provided on Fernhead Rd, to
replace the current situation of waste bags on the street.

-

Parking and loading bays are provided on Walterton Rd,
allowing for ease of transport via trolley to the square.
Transport consultants WSP are looking at possible new or
replacement provision on Fernhead Rd. No vehicles will be
allowed on the square.
WCC have shown the proposed designs to existing
stallholders who are happy with them.

Waste management
Parking and deliveries
Ensuring it works for current traders.

Support the market in working economically - so
important given that previous attempts to revive it have not
been successful - in a way that enables local enterprise
and meets local needs and wallets.
Vital that local young people are involve in this, building on
community ideas of a youth enterprise market.

Studies of how markets and events can work on the square
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WCC Place Making Team have held initial conversations
with Vonley Joseph and Maida Hill Place about ambitions
and have now handed this over to the Markets Team to
ensure these are progressed by the time the physical works
are complete and the market re-opens.
Engagement with local young people as part of the final
stages of design development, looking at programming, will
promote opportunities to be involved.

WHAT YOU TOLD THE TEAM

HOW THIS HAS BEEN RESPONDED TO

The square needs fully accessible, clean, and
consistently open public toilets. The current aboveground kiosk has been closed and is in a location that
blocks sightlines. While the redundant stairs of the
underground loos collect litter and waste space.
Ideally these would be in the ground floor of a neighbouring
building, or it would be possible to adapt the current closed
underground ones e.g. with a ramp.
You expressed concern at the idea of creating a new
‘civic structure’ building over the south stair of the
former toilets, questioning its value, and feeling that it
would take up space and create a visual barrier. This would
be a better location, it was suggested, for an art installation
announcing the square.

The DT is no longer proposing a new ‘civic structure’ to
accommodate toilets, given concerns raised.
Instead:
- The existing kiosk will be retained and revamped.
- The underground toilets will remain closed, but the
north stair will be given a temporary cover, reducing
its impact and increasing space on the square.
- The south stair needs to stay, to give access and
ventilation to a UKPN sub-station, but railings will be
repainted and used to hold decorative signage,
creating a focal point at this important corner.
WCC will continue to explore the possibility of a ground
floor facility, but this has not been possible within current
project scope due to complexities of building ownership.
Studies, shared with the WG, show that it was not possible
to create disabled access to underground toilets without
turning a large proportion of the square into a ramp.

Secure a future for the redundant underground
toilet space. If not brought back into use, either close
them off, removing as much surface infrastructure
as possible (tatty railings etc.), or - and opinions vary in
the WG as to whether this is desirable or practical convert the space for an appropriate underground
use.

The DT have carried out a feasibility study for future use.
This remains on the table, given the need to retain the
south-stair for the sub-station (above), but would require
major works, and will not be considered as part of the
current project.

Ensure that the valued local coffee shop can flourish as
a business. To do this it needs to be able to use its
outside space - currently not permitted - and for antisocial behaviour that happens immediately outside it to be
addressed,

The Team have discussed plans with Francesco at the coffee
shop, developing designs informed by their needs.
Licensing has been reviewed by WCC and the coffee shop
now has permission to place chairs and tables outside.
The public bench outside the coffee shop is being removed,
with comparable seating installed in a better location.
Planters will mark out an area for the coffee shop to use
and manage, with comparable facilities available to any of
the buildings along that parade.

Provide well-located built-in infrastructure and space
for games and activities, including tables for chess and
dominoes, and space for ping-pong and table football.
In response to initial proposals, you asked us to provide
more than one table for four people.

Informed by consultation with the Maida Hill Meteors, new
tables and chairs suitable for dominos and chess - as well as
other activities - are being provided in ‘The Grove’ area,
away from main routes and homes.

Provide, and sustain, a proper system to keep the square
feeling clean, cared-for and well-maintained.

Litter bins with built-in ashtrays are being placed in carefully
considered locations, to discourage use of planters for this.

For this to happen, littering and fly-tipping need to be
discouraged and addressed.

A proper bin store is being provided for the market.
WCC is working with its Waste Team to look at longer
term enforcement and management, including identifying
where waste is coming from and targeting offenders.

Test some of the ideas first, with installations, life-size
models or temporary interventions, to see if they work,
before investing in major changes that may not work.

The Vision’s idea of a play street on Fernhead Rd was
tested, and then dropped, during the pandemic.
Further testing is not possible within the low budget and
tight programme of the current funding wave.
The hope is that this initial stage of strategic changes, can
act as a kind of Phase 1 to learn from. Further funding can
then be sought for, for example, a better toilet solution, or
more permanent events infrastructure.
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Since WG#4, a further table for 4 has been provided.

WHAT YOU TOLD THE TEAM

HOW THIS HAS BEEN RESPONDED TO

Enable appropriate community ‘ownership’ and
management of the square. WCC should take
responsibility for maintaining ‘physical infrastructure’, with
the community empowered to run the ‘social
infrastructure’ side of things.
Initial discussions suggest the establishment of a Community
Benefit Company. This should be inclusive and
representative, including of local young people.

Specialist consultants from the DT have worked with
WCC, and ran a session at WG#2, to explore possible
options for this, and the best way to take things forward.
WCC is now doing an internal Opportunities Audit and will
come back to the WG re. next steps

Imagining the square in use

3. ENSURING THE SQUARE ‘WORKS’, AND FEELS JOINED UP, AS A SPACE
For these aspects of the designs, as for 2 above, the architects were required to work to the existing community-produced Vision.
WHAT YOU TOLD THE TEAM

HOW THIS HAS BEEN RESPONDED TO

Effectively and safely manage and - where appropriate
- accommodate or deter vehicles (cars, vans, bikes,
mopeds and scooters), to ensure that the square is a safe
and pleasant space for pedestrians and events.

The DT and specialist consultants NRP have closely
studied and mapped - with summary diagrams shared with
the WG - current traffic flows, vehicle movement and
‘desire lines’ across the square.

Proposals should respond to careful understanding of
existing routes and ‘desire lines.
Some enforcement will almost certainly be required to
ensure the new system is followed.
You wanted reassurance that although this project only
makes changes within the square’s boundary, plans try to
address dangerous adjacent ‘pinch’ points.

A new cycle lane is proposed to manage N/S traffic in
response, and NRP are talking with Highways maximise
integration with surrounding roads and wider networks
e.g., a possible new cycle crossing over Harrow Rd.
Strategically placed bollards and planters discourage
vehicle users from bypassing the system and make it
harder and less desirable for them to cross the main
seating and socializing areas of the square.

Put seating in useful and appropriate locations.

Seating has been organized in response to community
feedback, with:

Ideally this should (i) be away from housing, to reduce
evening disturbance, (ii) able to support the market, (iii)
allow for community socializing, while keeping routes and
desire lines clear, and (iv) offer relatively quiet and calm
places to sit, away from the noise of the Harrow Rd.
Ensure that the east side of Elgin Avenue is
considered and integrated within the scheme,

-

Seats near and around trees, to reduce clutter and
ensure pedestrian desire lines are not blocked
a focus on encouraging any gathering and socializing
to take place within the planted ‘Grove’ area, away
from homes and main routes/desire lines.

This has been visually incorporated through in ground
planting, trimming the bottom of trees to improve
sightlines across, using the same materials as the main
square, and adjustments to benches and paving. Highways
however does not permit any changes to be made to the
road itself, given its status as a major TfL route.
Beyond the current project WCC will continue to pursue
the long-term vision to activate vacant properties, and
include the private forecourts on that side, but working
with private landowners has not been viable within the
constraints of current project funding.
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4. HOW THE SQUARE LOOKS AND FEELS
WHAT YOU TOLD THE TEAM

HOW THIS HAS BEEN RESPONDED TO

Make the square greener. Do this not just by
‘plonking’ green in, but through careful thinking
about where planting is appropriate, and what types
should go where.
Trees and planters need careful locating. Current
trees block light, and cause problems for pedestrians
when cyclists weave round them. Could any be moved?
Planters of sitting height should be away from homes.

Large-scale planters have been introduced (i) responding
to pedestrian ‘desire lines’, (ii) helping direct vehicles and
(iii) creating a ‘Grove’ that offers relative calm and
seclusion from the Harrow Rd. Smaller planters have
been used to define routes, and cafe and market areas.

One recent break-out group suggestion was a ‘green
screen’ to the south of the square, helping shield
activity from Harrow Rd noise and pollution, and to
reduce the speed of scooters.

While a nice idea, a barrier to the south was felt too
much of a change from the carefully negotiated Vision,
and even if permeable, would go against the aim to open
sightlines and connections to the square.

Re. details of planting, requests were made for (i)
native plants (low-maintenance), (ii) locally sourced plants,
(iii) insect-friendly varieties, (iv) sensory/tactile plants, (v)
edible plants, and (vi) colour that varies with the seasons.
You were interested in creative approaches such as
green roofs or walls, that add colour and texture while
not taking up ground space.

All requests re. specific plant types have been followed.
Green roofs and walls have not been possible: there is no
longer a new building proposed, and it has not proved
viable to work with building owners around the site
within the required timescale of this project funding.

Ensure there is enough lighting - concerns were
expressed at earlier workshops there might not be.
Lighting should ideally be playful and fun, contributing
to the character of the square, not just functional,
while not disturbing birds and insects in the trees.

Lighting is being increased and rationalized. One type of
quite minimalist pole, but at different heights, is proposed,
to allow good lighting both under and above trees. These
are located so as not to unduly disturb wildlife.

Street furniture - seats, tables and planters - should
have distinctive character, not just feel generic. This
is an opportunity to bring colour and decoration to
the square (but colour should not be corporate in feel).
They should also be comfortable and safe to use,
including for children - no sharp edges - and ideally not
slatted, to stop people wedging litter in them.

Benches and planters proposed are relatively plain in basic
form but allow for coloured metalwork - including
ornamental elements (produced with input from future
community engagement workshops) to be added.
Some new seating will be incorporated into planters.
The latest seating proposed has lost the sharp edges of
earlier proposals. It remains slatted, but widths of slats
have been adjusted to minimize littering opportunities.

Many of you have shared images with us of innovative,
creative seating, including benches with planters built in.
There needs to be real commitment to public art art reflecting local community and heritage.
This should not feel like an ‘add-on’, but be integrated
into the square’s overall identity, with the
community meaningfully involved.

While not possible to move trees, one has been removed
to help with this process. Undersides will be trimmed to
improve sightlines, and new trees are of smaller species.

While the pole is plain and neutral, the lighting system it
holds allows for colour and pattern to be easily projected
onto the square, and easily changed.

WCC has established a Community Public Art Panel for
all the Harrow Rd sites to commission public art, to
ensure that wider community engagement takes place
around this, and to decide where it should be located.
The current suggestion from Panel Members for art on
the QEII School wall is now incorporated into proposals.
Inclusion of more artistic elements into seating and the
former toilet railings is also proposed (see below).

Ensure that the community, particularly young
people, can contribute to creating the character of
the square through involvement in art projects, or
through thinking about how it will be used.

Workshops have already taken place with QEII School to
create banners for the High Street - soon to be installed.
Others will be organized, with QEII and with local youth
groups, to develop ideas about pattern and ornament for
colourful metalwork features on seating and railings.

Rename the square, to better reflect the local area and
community. This decision should be taken by the
community, selecting from a diverse set of options.

WCC has informally gathered ideas, and will now set up a
structured, transparent process to enable further
discussion and a decision. There is a formal Highways
process, which WCC must apply through as landowner.
END
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